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Electrical coupling of chemical oscillators is shown to be a versatile and rapid method to study the propagation
of action potentials (spikes, oscillations) using three, four, and six electrically coupled continuous flow stirred
tank reactors (CSTR). Starting with a prepared excitable steady state close to a SNIPER bifurcation in the
Belousov-Zhabotinsky (BZ) reaction, conditions are specified for the initiation and propagation of these
action potentials in a linear array of reactors and in a cyclic array. In the cyclic array, traveling waves of
action potentials were measured for the first time. The coherence and incoherence of two, three, and four
chemical BZ oscillators which were mutually electrically coupled was also studied. Numerical simulations
with the seven-variables Montanator are in fair agreement with the experimental results.

Introduction

It has been abundantly shown that synchrony (or coherence)
is the most common state between coupled “biological oscil-
lators” as seen, e.g., in the synchronous blinking of colonies of
glow worms.1 Interestingly, the difference between certain
animal gates has been described by the differences in coupling
strength between neurons in a postulated neural generator
consisting of coupled oscillators.2 Generally speaking, synchrony
between many coupled oscillators is the rule rather than the
exception if the variance of their frequency distribution is not
too great and if coupling is sufficiently strong. Excitability and
synchrony also play an important role in the recognition of odors
in the olfactory neural system of the locust.3 Thus, a study of
excitability in chemical systems may help to better understand
the phenomenological features of their biological counterparts.

The coupling of chemical oscillators has been studied
extensively. It may be implemented either by convective
(passive) mass exchange4 or by pumping of the reactive contents
from one reactor into another (active mass exchange).5 A further
form is flow rate coupling6 where the flow rate of reactant
solutions into the individual reactors becomes a very sensitive
bifurcation parameter. In our own work, flow rate coupling has
been carried out in early feedback studies with and without time
delay using single or serially coupled reactors.6 Although general
mass coupling is quite effective, it has a major disadvantage:
only an attractive type of coupling is possible, which means
that strong mass coupling always leads to identical dynamic
states (either all oscillatory or all steady states but not mixed).
Importantly, attractive coupling of two oscillators produces in-
phase coherence. On the other hand, repulsive coupling prevents
in-phase coherence in the case of coupled oscillatory states.
Attractive as well as repulsive coupling is necessary to carry
out general recognition processes of patterns in a Hopfield type
reactor network7 in which transitions may occur in both
directions, namely, from oscillatory to steady states and vice
versa. For this reason, we have employed electric coupling8 in
recognition experiments in reactor networks7,9-11 by applying
an electric potential to Pt-working electrodes which are im-
mersed in the reactors where redox reactions take place. Since
electric currents (and electric potentials) can be added as well

as subtracted, positive (attractive) and negative (repulsive)
coupling is now possible in a flexible way.

In recent work, we found that the application of an electric
current to a Pt-working electrode causes a transition from an
oscillatory to a nodal steady state in the Belousov-Zhabotinsky
(BZ) reaction mainly involving the Ce3+/Ce4+ redox couple.11

This transition is termed as a SNIPER12 bifurcation whose nodal
steady state is excitable. A pulse (i.e., a reversible crossing of
the threshold from the nodal steady state to the oscillating region
and back) generates a large response similar to action potentials
of in vivo neurons. These responses (action potentials) to
electrical pulses may propagate in arrays of electrically coupled
reactors (excitators) as studied by passive mass coupling by
Marek and co-workers.13,14

In the following, we demonstrate the method of electric
coupling in linear and cyclic arrays of chemical reactors and
we present new experiments which include the observation of
sustained traveling waves in a cyclic network of coupled
excitators as well as the easy synchronization and phase behavior
of mutually coupled chemical BZ oscillators.

Experiment and Procedure

Two (and up to six) plexiglass CSTRs have been electrically
coupled (as shown in Figure 1). Each CSTR (volume 4.2 mL)
contains a Pt-working electrode (∼2.0 cm2), a monitoring
Pt|Ag|AgCl redox electrode, and a magnetic stirrer (600 rpm).
The output of the monitoring Pt|Ag|AgCl redox electrode is
termed as an action potential. A Teflon membrane connects each
CSTR with its own reference half cell which also contains a Pt
working electrode and sulfuric acid (0.4 mol/L). Three reactant
feed streams into each CSTR are delivered by precise piston
pumps with three syringes containing the following solutions:
syringe I, NaBrO3 (0.42 mol/L); syringe II, Ce2(SO4)3 (1.5 ×
10-3 mol/L), malonic acid (0.9 mol/L); syringe III, sulfuric acid
(1.125 mol/L). The reactants enter through the bottom of a
reactor and the contents flows out at the top. Reactors, feedlines,
and syringes are thermostated (25°C). The redox potentials Poti

in CSTRi are digitally monitored (at 1 Hz). Due to variations
in the sensitivities of the redox electrodes, the redox potentials
are normalized and presented in arbitrary units. A galvanostat
(E&G Instruments) delivers a defined currentGi to the Pt
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working electrode in each CSTR. The CSTRs contain the
cathodes, while the reference cells are used as the respective
anodes.

Flow Rate as a Bifurcation Parameter in the Absence of
an Electric Current. The bifurcation diagram for a single
reactor is well-known for the flow rate as a bifurcation
parameter.15 For the above concentrations, oscillations exist in
a certainkf range (from 2.5× 10-4 s-1 to 10.0× 10-4 s-1).
Three Hopf bifurcations occur (atkf ) 2.5 × 10-4 s-1, kf )
10.0× 10-4 s-1 (secondary Hopf bifurcation), andkf ) 12.5×
10-4 s-1) with the respective focal steady states. For all
experiments, the in-flow concentrations and the flow rates into
each CSTR are fixed (6.0× 10-4 s-1 corresponding to a mean
residence time of 27.8 min) to obtain the same oscillatory state
(periodT ) 33 s) in each reactor in the absence of an electric
current.

Electric Current as a Bifurcation Parameter: SNIPER
Bifurcation. When an increasing cathodic current is applied to
an oscillatory state of the BZ reaction (atkf ) 6.0× 10-4 s-1),
the oscillation frequency decreases and the oscillation amplitude
abruptly disappears and gives way to a nodal steady state of
lower redox potential (1000 au) at 0.85 mA, where the frequency
of the oscillation has reached zero (Figure 2).11 This point is
called a SNIPER (saddle node infinite period) bifurcation. Here
a limit cycle collides with a saddle node leading to an oscillation
of “infinite” period at the SNIPER point.16 The nodal steady
state is termed as excitable; that is, a sufficiently large (negative)
electric pulse (a short removal and reapplication of the current)
will cause a single (large amplitude) oscillation (action potential)
of the redox potential, as monitored by the immersed Pt-redox
electrode. A subsequent pulse will produce the next oscillation
only after the characteristic refractory time (∼40 s) has elapsed.

To establish the same nodal steady state in each reactor, a
constant bias (1.2 mA) is applied to all Pt-working electrodes.
The resulting identical excitable steady states serve as the
reference states, and a single chemical reactor may be termed
as an “excitator”.

Results

Linear Coupling. Four Excitators. When four reactors in
excitable nodal steady states are coupled unidirectionally, the

coupling equations are

The bias (1.2 mA) and the coupling weightswij (-1.0 µA) are
held constant. There will be no coupling contribution if thei-th
CSTR is in a node, since (Poti - 1000) ) 0. Otherwise, the
coupling contributions are finite; that is,wij (Poti - 1000* 0)
for the coupling of reactori with reactorj. To apply the first
stimulus to thei-th CSTR, the electric current (bias) is switched
off for ∼8 s. For shorter perturbations, no spike is generated.
The arrows in the figures indicate the start of the 8 s stimulus.

When the first reactor (CSTR 1) is stimulated (perturbed) by
a (negative) current pulse, a broad action potential (spike) is
produced that induces consecutive spikes in the following
reactors (CSTR 2, 3, and 4) (Figure 3 a). There are delays of
about 10-15 s between the consecutive action potentials.
Almost the same behavior can be observed by simultaneously
perturbing two reactors (CSTR 1 and 4) which are separated
by two reactors in-between (Figure 3b). In the last reactor
(CSTR 4), two spikes appear, i.e., the second spike is generated
from CSTR 3, since the initially stimulated CSTR 4 has already
returned to its excitable steady state and its refractory time has
passed.

When neighboring reactors (1 and 2) are perturbed synchro-
nously, simultaneous action potentials are produced and the
coupling between the two reactors has no effect (Figure 3c).
The spikes in the other two reactors (CSTR 3 and 4) follow
with the characteristic delay as in parts a and b of Figure 3.

After a simultaneous perturbation of nonadjacent reactors
(CSTR 1 and CSTR 3) (Figure 3d), the spikes in the other two
(CSTR 2 and CSTR 4) occur synchronously. Here, CSTR 3 is
still in its refractory phase when the spike in CSTR 2 is
produced. As a result, spike propagation stops here.

Figure 1. Two CSTRs are connected to their reference compartments
via a Teflon membrane. The reactor potentials Poti are monitored by
Pt|Ag|AgCl redox electrodes,Gi are the electric currents applied to
the Pt-working electrodes by galvanostats; A/D, analogue to digital
converter; electrical coupling in reactor arrays (two, three, four, and
six reactors) is achieved according to eqs 1-5.

Figure 2. Experimental SNIPER scenario, electric currentC as
bifurcation parameter versus frequency (circles) and oscillation am-
plitude (diamonds); the SNIPER bifurcation occurs at 0.85 mA where
the oscillation frequency is zero. The exitable node exists forC > 0.85
mA.
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After simultaneous perturbations have been applied to three
of the four reactors, the perturbed reactors respond with

synchronous spikes while the spike in the externally nonper-
turbed reactor will follow with the characteristic delay (Figure

Figure 3. Linear coupling of four excitators where all reactors are in a nodal steady state (bias 1.2 mA); coupling weightswij ) -1.0 µA, redox
potential (arb. units) versus time. The following reactors are stimulated by an 8 s (negative) electric pulse (see arrow): (a) CSTR 1; (b) CSTR 1
and 4; (c) CSTR 1 and 2; (d) CSTR 1 and 3; (e) CSTR 1,3,4; (f) CSTR 1,2,4.
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3e,f) provided the perturbed reactors include the first reactor;
otherwise, there are only single spikes. If all four reactors are
perturbed simultaneously, four synchronous spikes are produced
with no following spikes. The linear coupling of an array of
only two or three reactors can be easily derived by inspection
(not shown) as a subset of the above four excitators.

Cyclic Coupling: Traveling Waves.Three Excitators. The
intent here is to generate a self-sustaining “traveling wave”. Due
to the finite refractory time, at least three reactors are necessary
which are coupled in a cyclic array:

After perturbing any one of the three “excitators”, a circulating
“traveling wave” is generated (Figure 4a). A complete cycle,
consisting of three action potentials, lasts about 32 s. A new
wave of action potentials is started (by reactor 3), since the
refractory time (of reactor 1) has elapsed. Thus, the rotating
wave is sustained indefinitely. However, if any two reactors
are simultaneously perturbed, spiking ceases after the first spike
in this case.

Four Excitators. Using an array of four cyclically coupled
reactors, a traveling wave is also generated if one reactor or
two neighboring reactors are perturbed simultaneously (Figure
4b,c):

The resulting rotating waves are very stable. A complete cycle
consists of four spikes, and it lasts somewhat longer (∼50 s)
than the previous cycle of three excitators. If two nonadjacent
or three CSTRs are simultaneously perturbed, the response is
similar to that of linear coupling as shown in parts d and e of
Figure 3, where the propagation of spikes ceases due to blockage
during the refractory time.

Six Excitators. Cyclic coupling of six reactors is shown in
Figure 4d. In this particular experiment, the amplified redox
potential of one reactor has been directly input into the
galvanostat of the subsequent reactor without using the calcula-
tion of the differencewij(Poti - 1000). Here, a single “round
trip” consists of six spikes which takes about 60 s for the first

Figure 4. Cyclic coupling of excitators: “traveling waves” of action potentials (for conditions see Figure 3): (a) three excitators; (b) four excitators;
(c) four excitators where two neighboring excitators were simultaneously stimulated; (d) six excitators.
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completion after which it continues indefinitely.

Phase Behavior of Two, Three, and Four Mutually
Coupled Chemical Oscillators.Two Oscillators. In our experi-
ments, we start withtwooscillating reactors which are mutually

coupled according to

After the coupling interaction is turned on (atT ) 100 s) with
wij ) -0.6 µA, synchronization is achieved rapidly within the
first oscillation (Figure 5a). When the coupling is switched off
after 300 s, the two free running oscillators eventually loose
their coherence due to small differences in their frequencies.
However, when the coupling interaction is positive,wij ) 0.6
µA, the phenomenon of “bunching” of phases is observed; that
is, the phase angle between the two oscillators is constant and
always less than 180° (Figure 5b).

Three Oscillators. Mutual coupling of three chemical oscil-
lators rapidly produces coherence (wij ) -0.4 µA) within ∼2
oscillations (Figure 5c), whereas positive coupling (wij ) 0.4
µA) leads to an out-of-phase motion (Figure 5d) of ap-
proximately 120°.

Four Oscillators. Whenfour chemical oscillators are mutually
coupledwith wij ) -0.25 µA (Figure 5e), coherent motion
occurs almost as rapidly as in the previous case for three
reactors. When the coupling strength is positive (wij ) 0.25µA),
a complex exchange of phases takes place with time (Figure
5f), in contrast to the case of three coupled oscillators (Figure
5d), where about 120° out-of-phase motion occurs.

Numerical Simulations

To simulate the present experiments, we use the seven-
variables Montanator model by Gyo¨rgyi and Field.17 The model
uses two autocatalytic cycles, one describing the production of
HBrO2 by the reduction of bromate with Ce3+ and the other
the formation of Br- from bromomalonic acid as the autocata-
lytic species. The mechanism is given in Table 1, and the rate
constants and concentrations of the in-flow species are given
in Table 2. The seven variables are bromous acid, bromide,
bromate, bromomalonic acid, bromomalonic acid radical, Ce3+,
and Ce4+. Numerical integrations were done with the Gear
method.18 The effect of the electric current enters into the

Figure 5. Phase behavior of mutually coupled oscillators, redox
potential versus time; coupling is turned on and off (vertical lines):
(a) two oscillators,wij ) -0.6 µA, coherence; (b) two oscillators,wij

) 0.6 µA, “bunching of phases”; (c) three oscillators,wij ) -0.4 µA,
coherence; (d) three oscillators,wij ) 0.4 µA, ∼120° out-of-phase
motion; (e) four oscillators,wij ) -0.25 µA, coherence; (f) four
oscillators,wij ) 0.25µA, complex incoherence; reactor 1 (solid line),
reactor 2 (small dashes), reactor 3 (points), reactor 4 (large dashes).
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differential equations by adding C[Ce4+] to the rate equation
for [Ce3+] and by subtracting the term C[Ce4+] from the rate
equation of [Ce4+]:

whereC is a rate parameter for a reactor proportional to the
amount of charge delivered at the Pt-working electrode, [Ce3+]0

is the inflow concentration of Ce3+ (Table 2) andf([Ce3+])
contains the respective rate equation for the model (Table 1).
For an individual reactori, C is written asCi, whereCi is equal
to Gi (electric current in reactori) as given in the respective
coupling equations (see above).To obtain free running period-
one oscillations forC ) 0, a flow rate ofkf ) 3.5 × 10-4 s-1

was chosen. In the absence of coupling, a SNIPER bifurcation
is obtained atC ) 0.11 as recently described.11 For values of
C above 0.11, a nodal steady-state exists, whereas forC between
0 and 0.11, P1 chemical oscillations are observed.11

The results of the simulations are given for wave propagation
in four excitators which are linearly (Figure 6a) and cyclically
(Figure 6b) coupled. Linear coupling (Figure 6a) also produces
a transitory overshoot of [Ce4+] which is not observed in the
experiments. Cyclic coupling (Figure 6b) shows a relatively long
transience (∼800 s) in the model calculations in the absence of
additive noise. Notice that the calculated [Ce4+] concentrations
are “inverted” with respect to the experimental potentials due
to the fact that the level of the nodal steady state is somewhat
higher than the minima of the P1 oscillations.11,12 On the other
hand, in the experiments, these levels are practically equal
(Figure 2). In general, only a fair agreement is obtained between
the simulations and the experiments. This also applies to the
simulations of the phase behavior (Figure 7a), where, for
negative values of the coupling strength, coherence between
three mutually coupled oscillators is reached after a transience,

which is longer than that in the experiments. For intermediate
positive coupling strengths, the electrically coupled oscillators
are ∼120° out-of-phase as in the experiments (Figure 7b).

TABLE 1: Seven-Variables Model (Nonstoichiometric Steps)

TABLE 2: Rate Constants and Concentrations of the
Seven-Variables Model

kR1 2.0× 106 s-1 M-1 kR2 2.0 s-1 M-3

kR3 3.0× 103 s-1 M-1 kR4 3.3× 101 s-1 M-2

kR5 7.6× 105 s-1 M-2 kR6 6.2× 104 s-1 M-2

kR7 7.0× 103 s-1 M-1 kR8 3.0× 10-1 s-1 M-1

kR9 3.0× 101 s-1 M-1 kR10 2.4× 104 s-1 M-1

kR11 3.0× 109 s-1 M-1

[BrO3
-] 0.1 M [H+] 0.26 M

[H2O] 55 M [Ce3+]0 8.33× 10-4 M
[MA] 0.25 M

Figure 6. Calculated time series of four coupled excitators for (a)
unidirectional coupling and (b) cyclic coupling. A short pulse is applied
to excitator 1 (R1) att ) 600s,wij ) 1150 (arb. units)

Figure 7. Calculated time series of three mutually coupled oscillators;
oscillator 1 (solid line), oscillator 2 (small dashes), oscillator 3 (points);
coupling is active betweent ) 1000 s andt ) 4000 s (vertical lines):
(a) wij ) -110 (arb. units), coherence starting at∼3000 s; (b)wij )
110 (arb. units),∼120° out-of-phase motion.

d[Ce3+]
dt

) f([Ce3+]) - kf([Ce3+] - [Ce3+]0) + C[Ce4+]

d[Ce4+]
dt

) f([Ce4+]) - kf[Ce4+] - C[Ce4+]
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Further numerical calculations will be carried out which take
various initial conditions (phases, start of coupling), coupling
strengths, and interactive noise into account.

The Effect of Coupling Strength. A minimum coupling
strength is necessary to achieve synchronization which depends
on the number of reactors. Generally speaking, the larger the
reactor network the smaller is the coupling strength necessary
for synchronization.

Discussion

In our present experiments, we use a Pt-working electrode
in a BZ-reactor in which the external electrical current converts
Ce4+ to Ce3+ at the redox electrode as the main process.11,12

The electric current operates in a similar fashion as the addition
of a aliquot of a Ce4+ solution as shown by measurements of
identical phase response curves.19 Generally speaking, the effect
of an electric current on redox processes at the Pt-working
electrode will be different for different oscillating reactions.
However, the same generic behavior is likely to be observed
by either a cathodic or an anodic current in any chemical
oscillator that involves redox processes if the electrical current
is a bifurcation parameter.

Our experiments show the occurrence of “traveling (rotating)
waves” of action potentials for the first time in a cyclic array
of BZ-excitators. Due to the finite refractory time, a minimum
number of coupled excitators are required, namely, three in this
case, to achieve a sustained rotatory wave. More than 100 rounds
(over 400 action potentials) have been recorded before the
experiment was arbitrarily stopped. Electrical coupling may also
be carried out without the use of a computer by using the
amplified redox potential of the Pt|Ag|AgCl monitoring elec-
trode as a direct input to the galvanostat, which delivers the
electric current to the Pt-working electrodes.

Our present experiments also support the general notion that,
in mutually coupled chemical oscillators, in-phase coherence
is the rule rather than the exception. This is true only if the
oscillators are coupled via attractive interactions, as given by
the negative sign of the coupling constantwij in this case.
Furthermore, the variance of the frequencies of the free running
oscillators should be sufficiently small, and the coupling
interactions should not be too large. The larger the number of
mutually coupled chemical oscillators, the smaller the attractive
coupling strengthwij has to be. In general, coherence is attained
during the first or second oscillation depending on initial
conditions independently of the number of the mutually coupled
reactors. Unidirectional (as well as mutual) coupling is also
expected to lead to coherent motion if the number of oscillators
in a cyclic array is small (j4). Interestingly, the out-of-phase
motion (forwij > 0) is stable only for small reactor arrays, i.e.,
two to three reactors for repulsive coupling, whereas for mass
coupling, out-of-phase behavior seems to be a transient phe-
nomenon only.

When the coupling interaction is turned off, coherence
disappears due to small differences in the individual oscillator
frequencies and due to the ever-present noise. In fact, our
numerical simulations of the seven-variables Montanator show
that noise must be added to convert a stable 180°-out-of-phase
motion into an in-phase motion.

Numerical simulations of the present chemical reaction model
show only fair agreement with the experiments; the level of
the nodal steady state (Ce4+) at high currents is higher in the
simulations11,12than in the experiment (Figure 2). This leads to
action potentials that appear to be inverted with respect to the
experimental behavior. The general phase behavior of the

electrically coupled oscillators will be further investigated by
numerical simulations.
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